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Abstract—This paper provides a detailed analysis of the power electronics solutions enabling bipolar dc grids. The bipolar dc grid concept has proven to be more efficient, flexible and higher in quality than the conventional unipolar one. However, despite its many features, these systems still have to overcome their issues with asymmetrical loading to avoid voltage imbalances, besides meeting regulatory and safety requirements that are still under development. Advances in power electronics and the large-scale deployment of dc consumer appliances has put this growing architecture in the spotlight, as it has drawn the attention of different research groups recently. The following pages provide an insightful discussion regarding the topologies that enable these architectures, their regulatory requirements besides their features and level of development. Additionally, some future trends and challenges in the further development of this technology are discussed to motivate future contributions that address open problems and explore new possibilities.

Index Terms—Bipolar DC bus, DC Distribution, DC micro-grids, Smart grid, Low voltage DC.

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for sustainable ways of generating electricity while promoting a transversal use of clean technologies is deeply transforming the electric system [1], [2]. The decarbonization of the electric energy market is not only promoting the large-scale deployment of renewable energy sources (RES) in the generation matrix, but also advocating for the modernization at the consumers end. These changes are being enabled by an extensive use of power electronics, providing fast and precise responses to changes in generation, or tightly regulating the power being provided to the loads [3], [4]. This directly translates into a more complex ac power system, posing challenges in terms of reliability, safety and stability [3]. These reasons have motivated the re-evaluation of using low voltage direct-current (LVDC) active grids at distribution level.

Sustainable distributed generation systems such as photovoltaic and wind, as well as energy storage systems can be integrated more directly (fewer conversion stages) into dc distribution systems [2]. Furthermore, most of the existing loads both at industrial and residential level are either inherently dc in nature or ac fed through an inverter [5]. In addition, other rising applications such as large-scale data centers [5]–[10], electric vehicle charging infrastructure [11]–[17] or Net Zero Energy Buildings [18]–[21], also have the boosted interest in dc distribution systems [22], [23]. The fact that the integration of the different generators, loads and storage systems into dc networks require fewer conversion stages (in many cases just one), do not require synchronization or reactive power control (just voltage regulation), have lower control complexity, smaller footprint (less transformers and filters), and are more immune to power quality issues, compared to ac systems, have also been factors driving the attention towards dc distribution systems [24], [25]. Because all the aforementioned reasons, they could have a significant impact on the performance, efficiency, reliability, power density, and cost of future power systems [5], [7], [8], [26].

Despite the fact that virtually all of the existing consumer appliances or industrial equipment is designed and standardized for ac systems, or the protections and safety-related issues remain a big concern for dc grids, some important signs toward a dc shift have appeared over the last years. Among the pioneers in this regard, the European Union, has defined the voltage limits between 75 V and 1500 V for LVDC systems (LVD 2014/35/EU) [27]. Moreover, the Netherlands is the first country that published a national practice guideline for LVDC systems [28], establishing voltage levels for distribution dc grids: 350 V to 1400 V with respect to earth for monopolar and bipolar grids, defining zones within the grid to set the ground for protections and safety, imposing the requirement of galvanic isolation between ac and dc parts, and is currently preparing guidelines for safe working and inspection of dc installations. Other organization making significant efforts in the same direction is the International Electrotechnical Commission, which through several committees are working to standardize common practices for dc installations [29]. Finally, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and EMerge Alliance, are also among other important stakeholders committed to advance towards a more dc distribution based power system [2].

Currently there are two mainstream dc distribution architectures or configurations, namely the unipolar (also known as monopolar) and the bipolar [30]. The first is characterized by providing a single dc voltage level between two conductors, while the second generates two dc voltages across a three-wire...
The bipolar architecture for dc distribution networks offers interesting features over the conventional unipolar counterpart. This structure is exhibited in Fig. 1, and it is seen that the utility ac voltage is converted to dc with the use of a distribution transformer and an active rectifier, also called distribution converter. Then, at dc level the system adopts a three-wire structure composed by the positive conductor (L+), the negative conductor (L-) and the neutral conductor (M). Please note that despite the higher complexity of the bipolar grid, this configuration presents clear advantages in terms of efficiency, reliability, safety and transmission capacity when compared to conventional two-wire systems, as it will be demonstrated through the paper. Advances in power electronics and their decreasing costs have allowed an increased penetration of power converters in different applications, thus enabling the consequent expansion of dc systems at distribution level [22].

Among the benefits offered by the system displayed in Figure 1, the main feature is its the three-wire configuration. This resembles the traditional ac system in the sense that it provides the connection to two different regulated voltages. The voltage between the positive and negative poles is analogous to the line-to-line voltage, while the voltage of a pole with respect to the neutral connector is analogous to the phase-to-neutral one [32]. This allows to accommodate a wide set of DGs and loads with different voltage and power ratings combinations in a single dc network [36]–[38].

From an economical point of view, bipolar systems secure the cost competitiveness of the converters interfacing the different stages of the network. This is related with the reduction of the voltage ratings of the power electronic components, the efficiency improvement due the reduction of the rated current, besides the elimination of unnecessary dc-ac stages [26]. The latter is because most of the stages involved in DGs are either dc-based, e.g., photovoltaic (PV) panels, fuel cells (FC) and batteries or generate outputs with variable voltage/frequency, e.g., wind, small hydro, wave/tidal energy conversion systems, hence require power electronics devices to accommodate their output to network conditions [26]. In addition, the presence of batteries and storage stages further enhances the benefits of dc distribution, as it yields to greater efficiency improvements [39], [40] and enhanced stability [30]. The result is a substantial enhancement in the quality of the electric system and at the same time, reduction of the costs when compared to conventional ac solutions [31].

The aforementioned resemblance with three-phase ac systems is also beneficial for the migration process to bipolar dc networks. Considering a conventional TN-S grounded three-phase system, which requires five conductors for its realization (three phase conductors, one neutral and the protective earth or grounding conductor). These available cables can serve in a retrofitted dc system that will be superior in terms of power ratings capability and efficiency than the original one [26]. For example, a typical multi-wire 230 V ac installation configuration [31], [32]. Unipolar dc networks are inherently less complex in structure and easier to control, but lack the flexibility and resilience given by the three wire approach, which enables operation under a line fault, and provide a more options for loads and distributed generation, due to the two different voltage levels [31]. Furthermore the bipolar configuration enables both the implementation of a lower dc bus voltage or a higher dc bus voltage, depending which set of two wires are used for connection [31], reducing the voltage conversion range requirements of the connected loads and generators making the operation of power converters more efficient [26]. This also allows a broader range of applications to be interfaced with existing of-the-shelf power converter technology.

One of the major challenges for dc systems is related to protections against short circuit faults and grounding [30]. Again, the bipolar dc configuration provides an advantage over unipolar, due to the existing neutral conductor [22], enabling an easier and faster clearance against faults [22], [32], [33]. On the other hand, the three-wire two-voltage configuration of bipolar grids can lead to voltage unbalances between both voltage levels, given that both loads and generators connected to each pole can draw or inject different power levels causing the imbalance if not addressed properly [15], [32], [34]. Imbalances are usually solved by controlling properly the current circulating through the neutral or middle conductor, which affects the efficiency [35]. The voltage imbalance and its control remains as one of the main challenges facing this technology [25], and will be further elaborated in this paper in the following sections.

Considering the tremendous potential that bipolar LVDC grids hold for the development of dc distribution systems, this paper focuses on providing a state-of-the-art overview of the latest developments, by addressing their main features and drawbacks, while addressing open problems and opportunities that can provide a reference for researchers and practicing engineers on where this technology is heading.

The remainder of this paper has the following structure: Section II presents a discussion of bipolar LVDC systems, including a brief description of the requirements imposed by developing regulation. Section III covers topological aspects of the different converters involved in such grids. Then, future trends and upcoming works are presented in section IV. Finally, section V presents the summary of the study, and highlights the main contributions of this paper.

II. Bipolar Type DC Distribution Systems

The bipolar architecture for dc distribution networks offers interesting features over the conventional unipolar counterpart.
uses 300 V/500 V 10 A cables, following the disposition in Fig. 2(a). The system is then rated for 6.21 kW (assuming a power factor of 0.9). If such system would be replaced by (a) a 350 V dc network or (b) a ±350 V dc network, using the configurations shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c), the power transfer capability will be enhanced to 7 kW in both cases, with no considerations for reactive power and using the same cables. However, bipolar dc system cables only have to withstand 10 A while the unipolar one should handle 20 A, hence a different wire gauge or additional conductors will be required. This illustrates one the benefits of bipolar structures over the unipolar ones. Another example is provided in Table I, where different low-voltage ac and dc configurations are compared in terms of voltage and power ratings considering the same cable gauge.

Besides the operational requirements of these grids, the availability of guidelines imposes certain regulatory requirements which can positively impact the conception of new ideas. According to [28], the selection of the dc voltages to be used in LVDC grids is 350 V, 700 V and ultimately 1400 V, to keep these networks within existing LV directives [27], [29] while still allowing room for the presence potentially larger loads. Moreover, these voltages levels are not employed in ac systems, hence recognizing each system is unambiguous and indirectly improves safety measures. The selection of 350 V also ensures compatibility with existing appliances, because an important part of 230V-ac-designed equipment can safely work at 350 V dc without further modifications besides eliminating the front ends.

Important advances have also been made toward protection of active grids, which still remains as an important barrier for the LVDC shift. In this direction, the aforementioned standard defines safety zones or risk classes within the system, as exhibited in Fig. 3 in order to quantify and classify the different hazards at dc level. Consequently, it can be seen that depending on the zone different protection mechanisms or disconnection times are required, which are properly identified with labels. This division allows to train installers properly and also take the corresponding measures for protection in each case. Moreover, two voltage ranges are clearly defined for LVDC systems: Extra-Low Voltage (ELV), covering from 0 to 120 V dc: and Low Voltage (LV) which considers sources from 120 up to 1500 V dc. Depending on this criteria, each zone will allow the presence of sources in these two voltage classes. Additionally, [28] imposes the presence of a galvanic barrier between the ac and dc parts to further ensure security.

On the other hand, the remarkable increase and flexibility provided by USB-C protocol, which is able to power up to 100 W devices and has bidirectional power flow capabilities, allows to feed an important amount of devices and appliances. The widespread of this protocol also relieves the need for additional protection, given its galvanic isolation and output voltage up to 20 V.

Another requirement that applies to LVDC systems is
related with their grounding mechanism. Grounding LVDC systems is a complex issue, and it is mostly used for the detection of ground faults and for personnel and equipment safety [41], [42]. Similar to ac grids, a TN-S system is preferred for dc given the relatively easy detection of ground faults. Based on the previous risk classification and the associated DC zone classification, TN-S is preferred in DC zones 1 to 3 and 4A. Systems in DC zone 4B are usually implemented as an IT system in practice, because of the USB-C connection. In addition, depending on the case, multiple connections should be made whenever multiple sources are interacting [28]. However, this is not straightforward in dc, given that it opens the possibility of ground leakage currents, caused by a voltage drop in the neutral connector and leads to corrosion and poor efficiency. In such cases, the grounding should be made using anti-parallel diode arrays. As shown in Fig. 4, there are two multiple-grounding schemes: TN-SCD and TN-SCDD. In the first structure, the main source is grounded directly, while the decentralized ones are done through a capacitor-diode array. In the later where there is no main source, all of them are grounded using this method. Please note that the diodes should withstand the system’s short circuit current, hence these schemes are possible for zones 2 and 3, given that separate decentralized sources are not allowed in zones with higher risks without extensive safety and protection measures.

Overall, the existence of regulatory requirements further improves the development of new solutions, given that besides the typical operational aspects, it allows designers and developers to consider also the safety measures the system should provide, hence facilitating the generation of new bipolar concepts or converters.

III. TOPOLOGIES AND OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF BIPOLAR LVDC GRIDS

Power electronics are essential for achieving the modernization of the electrical system. The power converters allow the presence of dc-based equipment, along with variable voltage/frequency distributed generators connected to the electrical grid. For these reasons, it is important to provide a topological analysis of the different stages involved in a dc network architecture. In this section, the distribution converters that enable the split-dc bus networks and balancing converters, which perform the power consumption relocation to keep the system balanced will be covered and briefly discussed.

A. Distribution converter topologies

Modern active rectifiers offer the advantages of unity power factor, high compactness, high efficiency, and sinusoidal input currents. In this sense, the role of the distribution converter is essential in the dc network of Fig. 1, as it controls and manages the power on the LVDC grid [32], [43], [44]. Therefore, a typical distribution converter does more than simply the grid integration and dc voltage regulation. Given the increased requirements imposed in distributed generation systems, these stages should also provide an adjustable power factor, bidirectional power handling, high-quality input currents and dc voltage, reduced filtering requirements while simultaneously providing high reliability and a reduced device count [12], [13]. Additionally, LVDC applications are interfacing loads typically rated at tens of kilowatts, and supplied from buses in the 400 V range, hence are subject to stringent harmonic content levels, besides operation at unity power factor becomes mandatory [10].

Despite several topologies are able to act as the rectifier stage of the system, only two alternatives will be analyzed in detail: the two-level voltage source converter (2L-VSC) and the three-level neutral point clamped (3L-NPC) converter. This lies in their proven cost-effectiveness, efficiency and reliability, besides being the two most widespread three-phase converters employed in the industry [43].

B. Two-level voltage source converter

The converter displayed in Fig. 5 can be found in numerous industry applications as an active front end. As displayed, the circuit consists of six switching devices, typically IGBTs, and a dc-link capacitor. The presence of these active switches, together with a proper control scheme and line filters, generates sinusoidal currents at the input side, along with adjustable power factor and bidirectional power flow [45]. This converter also steps up the dc-voltage to higher values than the input grid voltages, so it is also referred to as a boost type rectifier. Despite its versatility, the reduced quality of the voltage generated impacts the THD of the input current, as larger active/passive filters or higher switching frequencies are needed in order to meet the requirements imposed by the grid code. However, this may reduce the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the system.

Several 2L-VSC based implementations of dc bipolar grids can be found [32], [34], [35], [43], [46]–[48]. Among the options explored, the simplest approach for implementing a bipolar system is through the use of two cascaded 2L-VSC and a multi-winding transformer, as exhibited in Fig. 6 [49]–[51]. In this configuration, each 2L-VSC is employed to
enable independent dc voltage sources. Consequently, this leads to independent operation of the positive and negative poles, hence there are no issues during asymmetrical operation. However, this alternative is not the preferred method for operating as the distribution converter. Despite the simplicity of the operation offered by the cascaded connection, this implementation requires additional hardware, as two separate converters along with the distribution transformer based in two isolated windings. This additional hardware produces an increase in the cost, size and volume of the total system. Additionally, the topology in Fig. 6 requires its secondary windings to be designed to withstand the dc offset caused by the series connection of the converters and the asymmetries that could arise in loads being fed [48].

A single 2L-VSC can also generate a bipolar dc output, but requires additional circuitry. These circuits are all based in the generation of alternative paths for the returning currents, which otherwise flow through the dc bus midpoint during asymmetrical operation and cause dc voltage imbalances. The system exhibited in Fig. 5 does it by connecting to the neutral point of the transformer with the dc bus midpoint. This additional current path allows the regulation of the midpoint current, in order to prevent dc bus voltages from drifting and maintain their proper regulation. However, the generation of non-zero dc currents at the ac side can lead to transformer saturation and thereby it should be strictly limited. To avoid this issue, different approaches have been proposed in the literature [32], [34], [35], [43], [47], [48], both based in passive or active methods, the latter ones enabled by power electronics. The main solutions will be covered in the upcoming sections.

C. Three-level neutral point clamped converter

The 3L-NPC converter is another power topology with a widespread application in industry. Originally, the 3L-NPC was proposed for MV drives, but in the last years, this converter found his way to lower voltage and power ranges, mainly in PV applications. Its versatility and functionality in a wide voltage-power combination make it a natural candidate to act as the distribution converter with high-power handling capabilities [52].

From the power circuit displayed in Fig. 7, each phase of the 3L-NPC converter is composed by four switching devices, which can either be IGBTs or MOSFETs, and two diodes connected to the neutral point. This allows to obtain three voltage levels in the synthesized voltage, hence increasing the voltage quality and fulfill the grid connection quality requirements. However, the proper regulation of this floating neutral voltage represents a critical aspect for the 3L-NPC. Otherwise, the generated voltage becomes distorted, worsening the power quality and also potentially damaging the switching devices. These reasons have motivated important efforts in the literature to solve this matter [53]–[55].

The selection of this topology as the distribution converter of the dc network in Fig. 1, besides its well-known features is the possibility of providing certain room for unbalanced bipolar dc bus operation [15], [16], [43], [53]. When feeding a bipolar dc network, this topology is able to absorb current through its neutral point. This is done by injecting a dc bias in the phase-to-neutral voltage, hence extending the operation of the active distribution network to a certain range of asymmetries. However, this midpoint current capability is limited to a fraction of the dc current being fed, i.e., the asymmetrical scenarios that the system can handle while keeping the midpoint voltage controlled are limited and dependent of the amplitude modulation index [15], [43].

The unbalanced operation limitation is well defined for this converter, and it can be used as a foundation for the balancing scheme [15]. Unlike the previous converter, this topology can contribute to the balancing of the buses, leading to two different kinds of balancing strategies that extend the operation of the network. Despite both approaches require additional circuitry they differ in the balancing efforts made by the stages. Following the balancing schemes for the 2L-VSC, one possibility is to make all the balancing efforts with the added circuits, through a virtual disconnection of the neutral point from the unbalanced loads. In this way, the 3L-NPC focuses on regulating the input currents and power quality while the dc voltages remain unaltered. This leads to higher current stresses on the balancing stages, so interleaving channels can be promoted in order to reduce their ratings [16], [17], [56].

A different concept is to implement a coordinated balancing scheme, where both the central converter and the balancing stages share the current redistribution efforts [15], [38]. The balancing principle is the same as with the 2L-VSC, and the exceeding current should be redistributed by the means of a power converter stage. The dc-link structure opens the possibility to three-level dc–dc stages as it will be covered in the upcoming section.
D. Balancing topologies

One of the main features of the microgrid concept is the inherent flexibility of its structure. Loads and supplies are constantly changing and the converters must adapt their operation accordingly. Considering that, the bipolar dc grid must be conceived as the interaction of several power converters in order to provide a stable operation, being able to handle asymmetrical generation or unbalanced loads [23], [35]. The presence of such stages also provides additional benefits to the system. The main function of these converters is to balance the currents at the dc side, allowing the distribution converter to keep the voltages of the poles balanced to $V_d/2$. By relocating the energy consumption or generation, voltage balancing can be achieved for any operating condition.

Depending on the structure of the dc bus feeding the converters, these additional circuits can be denoted as voltage balancers or current redistributors. However, from the topological point of view, both set of topologies provide the same functionality and can interact with either unipolar or bipolar networks. This is explained in Fig. 8, where a buck stage is employed as a voltage balancer in Fig. 8(a), splitting the dc voltage provided by the 2L-VSC. The same converter is acting as a current redistributor in the bipolar bus enabled by the 3L-NPC of Fig. 8(b).

Additional benefits are provided by these stages, as the current redistribution reduces the current flowing through the neutral conductor to virtually zero, thereby the efficiency and stability of the feeder are enhanced [35]. Moreover, balanced operation also eases the implementation and operational requirements of the rectifier stage. The implementation of voltage balancers or current redistributors enable to use off-the-shelf products for the rectifier stage, as there are no special requirements on their operation. Indeed, adding a balancing stage, the rectifier can be used exclusively for the grid-connection related tasks adjusting the power factor, regulating $V_d$ and shaping the input currents [35], [37].

Along with all the above mentioned benefits, the presence of these circuits facilitates the connection to ground, thus improving the safety levels in case of remote energy supply by enabling the isolation of the center line.

To perform such corrections, it is mandatory that these stages should provide a bidirectional current handling while having access to both of the dc buses [16].

This section will provide an overview of the main power converter topologies, as well as other non-power-electronics-based approaches for guaranteeing the independent operation of the dc buses, regardless the load/generation condition.

E. Bidirectional buck-boost topologies

The circuit in Fig. 8(a) presents the most straight-forward implementation of a regulated bipolar dc bus. This buck-type voltage balancer splits the dc bus voltage $V_d$ into $V_{d1}$ and $V_{d2}$, while providing an adaptive path for the exceeding currents during unbalanced scenarios [32], [35]. The result is a bipolar network with improved dynamics and two independent buses.

The operational principle of this converter is to regulate the inductor current in such a way that the neutral point is kept balanced. This means that, in case of having different loads in the dc poles, this stage will redistribute the exceeding current and keep the neutral current to its minimal. Considering the input/output relation for this topology, this will be achieved by merely setting the devices duty cycle to 0.5, however, in order to achieve high performance, a proper inter-pole dynamics modelling and control are required [32]. A similar concept is proposed in [57], were the shoot-through possibility...
is eliminated by using two half-bridge legs and an additional inductor. However, depending on the location of the larger load, only one leg is active to avoid unnecessary losses.

Following this idea, different balancing converters have been developed using conventional dc–dc stages as building blocks, either to split the unipolar input voltage, implement bidirectional versions of the basic topology to act as redistributors [38], [58], or multi-channel structures based in simpler converters, in order to improve the performance of the balancing stage [17], [35], [57], [59]. The use of different converter topologies will have a direct impact on the switching devices ratings, efficiency for the intended power, voltage gain, input/output ripples, or passive component count and sizing to name a few. Figure 9 shows different balancing stages based in the most promising dc–dc converters available.

The circuit displayed in Fig. 9(c) is a Cuk-type voltage balancer, which besides providing the regulation of the bipolar bus, it eliminates the shoot-through possibility of the switching devices. In addition, this converter features continuous input and output currents, thus requiring less capacitance values than the buck-based balancer. This comes at the expense of an additional inductor and capacitor, which has to withstand the total dc-link voltage \( V_d \). Please note that in this case, depending on the location of the imbalance, the dc input and output voltages are the bus voltages, thus the converter will tend to operate with unity voltage gain in steady state. From the implementation point of view, this converter can also be assembled with off-the-shelf half-bridge modules, which is beneficial as well.

Following the same concept, SEPIC- and Zeta-type voltage balancers have also been reported [38], [58], which are displayed in Figures 9(d) and 9(e) respectively. By replacing the conventional diode in these high-order topologies, a bidirectional current path is enabled, allowing the converter to regulate the bus voltages regardless the location of the imbalance and also eliminate the risk of shoot-through of the dc grid. Considering that in these cases, the input voltage becomes the total dc voltage \( V_d \), the duty cycle will tend to 1/3 when balance is reached. Consequently, these balancers require a coupling capacitor with higher voltage ratings, and the switching devices will block \( 3V_d / 2 \). Also, their asymmetrical structure results in different current ratings for the inductors and the switches.

As discussed earlier, another approach for enhancing the voltage balancing stage is to use additional channels and operate them interleaved, reducing the rated current handled by each channel. This connection will improve the output ripple characteristics, leading to a reduction in the inductances and capacitance values [38]. This leads to a smoother output current, which allows the reduction in the output inductor by a factor of 1/n, for an n-channel converter [44].

The circuit in Fig. 10 can also serve towards the power balance of the buses. The topology proposed in [35] regulates the positive and negative bar currents in such a way that the neutral current \( I_{nc} \) is almost zero. However, this is not sufficient to guarantee a stable operation, as the exceeding power must be relocated to the opposite pole and returned to the grid. The result is a control scheme based on the sum-difference domain, that ensures balance for asymmetrical operation in split-dc networks. The fact that this current redistributor is based in the conventional 2L-VSC, facilitates its implementation using commercially available six-pack IGBT/MOSFET modules. This feature also applies to the buck/boost balancer, as one module can serve as a three-channel balancing stage.

### F. Coupled inductor current redistributor

A similar approach to the concept in Fig. 5 is proposed in [48], where by the means of a grounding reactor a current injection path is created between the ac and dc neutral points. This current redistributor is shown in Fig. 11. Considering the application, its main function is the regulation of the zero-sequence dc current when imbalances arises. However, it must also maintain a reduced amplitude of the ac currents. Then, through a careful design of the grounding inductor, the efficiency of this balancer is maintained. Also, in order to reduce the saturation risk caused by the dc flux, the topology features a coupled magnetic core.

This core is designed in order to generate zero-sequence inductances that are substantially lower than the ac ones. The latter ones are desired to have large values, in order to reduce the sustained ac currents. The structure of the inductor enables a viable path for the returning dc currents, enhancing the controllability of the distribution system and passively regulating the dc bus voltages regardless the load condition. This approach offers a trade-off between having less power electronics and increasing the magnetic losses.

### G. Three-port current redistributor

The converter proposed in [60] is shown in Fig. 12a. The topology consists in two half-bridges with a coupled inductor, which under balanced scenarios, it will operate as two independent buck/boost converters by synchronizing the operation of the outer switches and the inner ones. However, when imbalances arise, the introduction of a phase shift between these pair of switches, will increase the current flowing...
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through the coupled inductor, enabling the power transfer between the dc buses. Note that the switches of both channels have the same duty cycle, generated by a current controller similar to the one employed in a conventional buck, and the phase displacement between the phases is the responsible for the power exchange, similar to the operational principle of the dual active bridge.

**H. Three-level dc–dc current redistributors**

The three-wire structure of the bipolar dc grids, makes the three-level based topologies a natural decision. Similar to the case of using the 3L-NPC as the distribution converter, three-level based dc–dc stages can be easily applied as voltage balancers or current redistributors. The fundamental limitation that the 3L-NPC converter has for driving current through its neutral conductor motivated the scheme in [15]. The basic idea was to use an additional NPC leg as a buck/boost stage, that redirects the exceeding neutral point current to the unloaded terminal in order to assist the distribution NPC in the balancing tasks. The structure allows to handle any load condition in the buses, but also offers the trade-off between minimizing the current stress in the dc inductor or alleviate the distribution converter from the balancing tasks in order to enhance the grid-side quantities.

A different scheme is proposed in [37], where this 3L-NPC leg is modulated differently, including free-wheeling times that rearranges the exceeding current and keeps the mid-point voltage regulated. The idea is the following, when asymmetrical power consumption exists, the modulator takes the exceeding current from the bus lightly loaded and supplies it to the other bus through the dc inductor.

The works in [17], [56], [61] use a different three-level dc–dc converter for feeding high-power loads and also contribute to minimize power fluctuations in bipolar dc systems. The power circuit is presented in Figure 12(c), where it can be seen that the basic unit is composed by four switching devices and their corresponding free-wheeling diodes, along with an output inductor and the output filter capacitor. Depending on the power level, more units can be connected in interleaved configuration to minimize current stress in the switches and inductors [17].

One bipolar application of the aforementioned topology is interfacing an ESS [56]. By replacing the additional balancing leg, this converter allows to accomplish two simultaneous objectives: the main one is to perform the charge and discharge of the storage element according to the energy management supervisor controller of the dc network, but at the same time uses this process to relocate the power consumption at dc level and complement the balancing task performed by the distribution converter. Given the nature of the topology, the system is able to guarantee stable operation with an ESS with reduced power ratings.

When feeding high-power loads, the converter in Fig. 12(c) can be configured interleaved in order to minimize the stress in the dc inductors. In [17], these stages offer the possibility of either assist the central converter in the balance, or exclusively take this task in a distributed manner. The same concept is further studied when using coupled inductors in order to enhance the current profile in the dc–dc stage [59].

Additionally, the three-level buck/boost converter exhibited in Fig. 12(b) is also able to generate two independent poles from a unipolar voltage as suggested in [62], [63], despite is intended for PV and wind generation systems, the functionality provided by this topology is also suitable for dc bipolar grids.

A comparative chart is presented in Table II between the different balancing stages allows to establish which topology suits more to each case. In order to establish a fair comparison between the different balancers, the following scenario is simulated: a bipolar system of ±350 V is feeding a rated load of 17.5 kW connected in the upper bus. The inductance and capacitance values are kept the same for all the topologies, while the equivalent switching frequency is also kept constant. In order to provide a fair comparison, the total average switching device power (SDP) is provided. The average SDP is calculated as follows [64]:

$$\text{SDP}_{\text{avg}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_i \bar{I}_i,$$

where $V_i$ is the voltage stress for the $i$-th device and $\bar{I}_i$ is its average current. All the simulations were carried out using PLECS®. Overall, the multilevel-based configurations allow to reduce the voltage stress in the devices and improve the ripple characteristics, which enhances their EMI compatibility, while featuring a larger device count. On the other hand, the buck/boost balancer represents the most simple and cost-effective way of implementing a balancing structure, at the expenses of a larger voltage stress on the devices, as they have to withstand the total dc voltage $V_d$. Among the high-

![Figure 12. Current redistributing topologies: (a) Three-port current redistributor, (b) 3L-NPC balancer and (c) three-level buck/boost](image-url)
order converter stages, Cuk balancer stands out, as it maintains the same SDP for the buck/boost balancer, while reducing the average current value in the inductors to half, which is compensated by the additional passive component count.

For further information, Table III resumes the findings highlighting the benefits and drawbacks of each balancing unit. As expected, there is no clear candidate for performing the balancing tasks, as the features and performance offered by each stage will depend strongly on the voltage and power range intended.

### IV. Summary and Future Trends

The recent growth of dc systems is the result of a convergence of needs originated in different sectors: renewable energy conversion, information technology and transportation. This has resulted in a growing presence of dc nature structures in both transmission and distribution levels, offering high-performance solutions with enhanced efficiency and reliability, besides reducing the number of power conversion stages involved and uninterrupted power delivery. Several converters have been proposed for both, integrating these networks to conventional ac grids, and also guarantee the decoupling of the buses regardless the load condition. However, none of the above solutions presents clear advantages for LVDC networks, as their performance and features are strongly dependent on the intended voltage and power range. On the other hand, the remarkable performance offered by wide band gap devices has lead to substantial improvements in power converters, allowing to reach unprecedented efficiency levels, SiC and GaN devices hold the potential to bring the losses to a marginal level. In the remainder of the section a brief discussion on recent topologies enabled by these devices will be presented, focusing on their attractiveness and suitability for bipolar LVDC grids.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balancing Topology</th>
<th>Inductors</th>
<th>Caps</th>
<th>Switches</th>
<th>Sw. Voltage Stress</th>
<th>Ind. Average Current</th>
<th>Current Ripple pu</th>
<th>Total SDPavg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buck/Boost Fig. 9(a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$V_d$</td>
<td>$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>$2P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Buck Fig. 9(b)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$V_d$</td>
<td>$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>$2P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuk Fig. 9(c)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$V_d$</td>
<td>0.5$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>$2P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPIC Fig. 9(d)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5$V_d$</td>
<td>0.5$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$4.5P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Fig. 9(e)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5$V_d$</td>
<td>$I_{d1}$, 0.5$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$4.5P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2L-VSC Fig. 10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$V_d/d_o$</td>
<td>$I_{d1}$, 0.5$I_{d1}$, 0.5$I_{d1}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$6P_{d1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L-NPC Fig. 12(b)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5$V_d$</td>
<td>0.5$I_{d1}/d_u$</td>
<td>0.5$d_u$</td>
<td>$P_{d1}/d_u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L-Buck/Boost Fig. 12(c)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5$V_d$</td>
<td>$I_{d1}/d_t$</td>
<td>$d_t(1 – d_c)$</td>
<td>$2P_{d1}/d_t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The comparison is made considering that lower dc bus is unloaded while the upper one remains at rated power $P_{d1} = 0.5V_dI_{d1}$.

2. The listed values are normalized with the ratio $V_d/(f_{on}L_d)$.

3. These topologies require an additional output to redistribute current, whose voltage is given by $V_o = V_d/d_o$ and $V_o = 0.5d_tV_d$, respectively.

4. The duty cycle for the outer switches $d_u$ allows to incorporate free-wheeling times, which reduce the inductor current ripple but increase its average current.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balancing Topology</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buck/Boost Fig. 9(a)</td>
<td>Minimum component count.</td>
<td>Large filter size and EMI issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple and cost-effective implementation.</td>
<td>Low efficiency for high voltage gain operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy multichannel operation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Buck Fig. 9(b)</td>
<td>No shoot-through concerns.</td>
<td>Magnetic components affect volume and cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No dead time required.</td>
<td>Slow dynamic response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuk Fig. 9(c)</td>
<td>No shoot-through concerns.</td>
<td>High number of reactive components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous input and output currents.</td>
<td>Expensive solution at larger powers (&gt;5 kW).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPIC Fig. 9(d)</td>
<td>High-order converter.</td>
<td>Large capacitor with high current stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced switching device count.</td>
<td>Higher blocking voltage (150%) for switches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Fig. 9(e)</td>
<td>All zeros are minimum phase.</td>
<td>High voltage stress for switching devices (150%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No shoot-through concerns.</td>
<td>Reduced power range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2L-VSC Fig. 10</td>
<td>Standard and easy implementation through PEBB.</td>
<td>Large device and component count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improves system stability and reliability.</td>
<td>Requires an additional load to relocate power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L-NPC Fig. 12(b)</td>
<td>Standard and easy implementation through PEBB.</td>
<td>Large device count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-power ready.</td>
<td>Trade-off between reduced inductor current ripple and average current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L-Buck/Boost Fig. 12(c)</td>
<td>Reduced voltage stress for switches</td>
<td>Large device count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wide power range.</td>
<td>Requires a dedicated ESS to compensate imbalances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be sized with reduced power rating.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
output with room for unbalanced operation [68], [69]. However, it features a lower active switching devices count as displayed in Fig. 13(a). Recent developments on MOSFET switching devices, allowed this converter to reach extremely high efficiencies even when switching at 1 MHz [70]. Results in the mentioned work reached 96% for a 10 kW converter, which is within the range of modern LVDC grids. Besides the conventional boost feature of the majority of modern rectifiers, a buck-type family has been developed lately, being able to directly integrate 400-V dc systems to 230 V ac grids with sinusoidal input currents, with no additional stages or transformers. With this in mind, the circuit in Fig. 13(b) has been proposed for high-performance LVDC systems. By adding a power MOSFET in series to each diode of a passive rectifier, the Buck-Type PFC Rectifier is conceived [6]. This solution reaches 98.9% efficiency for a 400 V output [71], through an appropriate semiconductor effort. Another possibility is the SWISS Rectifier, presented in Fig. 13(c). This converter features sinusoidal input currents besides a buck feature, with virtually no losses reaching a peak efficiency of 99.26% [10]. Another recent concept for a bidirectional rectifier is shown in Fig. 13(d). It can be seen that results from the combination of three independently controlled boost-buck stages [72]. Considering this, the intermediate dc-link voltages $V_m$ have to be controlled to be at least twice the ac voltage amplitude, similar to a single-phase rectifier, in order to be able to generate the high-quality input current. According to the study, this concept potentially can reduce the overall losses by 27% while keeping the same power density of the conventional solutions.

Finally, considering exceptional efficiencies are driving the development of LVDC systems, the idea of having a converter that provides the same functionality of a full-rated converter, but only incurring in a fraction of the losses is being applied in different areas [7], [8], [73], [74]. The work in [75] introduces a dual active bridge as a partial power-flow regulator, then [76] extends it to bipolar grids, in order to keep the voltages from drifting in a bipolar-meshed dc grid, as shown in Fig. 14.

![Figure 13. Modern Active Rectifiers: (a) Vienna Rectifier. (b) SWISS Rectifier. (c) Three-phase Buck Rectifier. (d) Phase-Modular converter.](image)

![Figure 14. Partially Rated TAB Power Flow Converter.](image)

### V. Conclusion

Two kinds of architectures are possible for implementing LVDC networks: unipolar and bipolar. Despite being a more sophisticated and technically complex solution, bipolar structures can offer several advantages over conventional unipolar ones when properly regulated. Higher availability, efficiency and flexibility are just a few advantages featured by bipolar systems.

On the other hand, bipolar grid has certain similarities with a conventional three-phase ac system, where the phase voltage in an ac system is the analogue to the voltage between one pole and the neutral point in the bipolar LVDC grid, and the line-to-line ac voltage can be considered as the voltage between the positive and negative poles of the bipolar LVDC grid. This resemblance with ac systems is beneficial for the operation, retrofitting and also for developing the control schemes.

These features will only be achieved if the three-wire structure could guarantee a stable asymmetrical operation. This is because there is a dependency between the poles and this uneven power distribution can be problematic if not taken care
properly. The main issues are the dc-voltage drift, higher losses and a decreased power quality of the system.

Given the limited capability of the distribution converter, additional circuitry is required to overcome the presence of unbalanced power. Voltage balancers and/or current redistributors are essential to deal with asymmetrical operation, allowing to keep the system in a balanced and stable operation. As it was discussed in the paper, the converter topologies employed in bipolar LVDC systems need to be bidirectional, in order to allow the reversible power flow given the flexible structure of distributed networks.

Recent advances show a bright future for LVDC systems, and bipolar grids should play a fundamental role. The main contribution of this survey are the following:

- A complete discussion on the main converter topologies involved in bipolar LVDC networks, comparing their features and drawbacks.
- An exhaustive review and fair comparison of the different topologies involved in the voltage balancing and current regulation tasks, in order to highlight their benefits and limitations.
- The introduction of selected topologies that could further enhance the benefits of these systems.
- A regulatory set of requirements is presented and discussed, in order to clear some misconceptions and older beliefs regarding the challenges in safety for dc networks.
- Additionally, the availability of regulation standards supports the development of new solutions that will perform accordingly when implemented in real systems.
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